
※Second cup - 150yen off

 ※To achieve a clean and pure taste, it is brewed using a paper filter

No.1　Mild　City Roast
　　　 A blend with a good balance of richness, bitterness, and acidity

600yen each

    600yen～

No.2　Bitter　French Roast
　　　 Bitterness and richness of dark roasted blend

No.3　Fresh　High Roast
　　　　A refreshing taste with a fruity acidity

Quick cooled coffee
　　　　Drip for each order. A refreshing clear taste crafted 
　　　　by quick cooling down from strongly extracted coffee.

Original blend

Today's coffee

Coffee

Single origin (straight)　 HOT / ICED
※To bring out the maximum flavor and individuality, it is brewed with a metal filter. ("Cores" gold filter)　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　        (When orded HOT)
※Please refer to the COFFEE BOOK for details on each type of coffee bean

Brazil　City Roast　　Richness and sweetness with a hint of roasted nuts

Columbia　Full City Roast　Mild and smooth, with a suggestion of chocolate flavor

Guatemala　City Roast　A balance of vibrant froral acidity and richness

Ethiopia　High Roast　Refined citrus acidity and a hint of black tea

Mandelin Linton  French Roast　Full-bodied, complex flavors of herbs and bitterness

Kenya　Full City Roast　Unique sweet flavor, concentrated with sweetness and acidity of berries

 

600yen each

 ※Second cup - 150yen off

Please enjoy our specially selected beans that are not usually
available on the menu. For more information, please ask our staff.



Decaf (caffeine-free) ※Second cup - 150yen off

Mexico Chiapas Organic　 HOT/ICED　

For those who want to reduce caffeine intake, we have prepared decaf coffee.
You can enjoy the true taste of coffee that overturns the conventional concept of decaf.

※We can also make espresso-based drinks such as lattes. Please ask our staff for more details.

  600yen

You can also purchase beans.　840yen/100g

Espresso ※Second cup - 150yen off

Cafeélatte　 HOT/ICED
　 Espresso with silky milk foam

670yen

Soy milk latte　 HOT/ICED
　 Healthy latte made with soy milk

670yen

Hot Dry Cappuccino　 HOT
　 Fluffy milk and the scent of cinnamon

670yen

Cafe Mocha　 HOT/ICED
　  Espresso and milk, topped with chocolate sauce

720yen

Wildflower Honey Latte　 HOT/ICED
　 A latte made with high-quality wildflower honey from Nara

720yen



※Second cup - 150yen off

A refreshing and creamy drink made by combining soy milk and blood orange juice with fresh cream
Red Soy Milk　 ICED     720yen

    670yenHeartland（Beer）

※Weekday lunch, second cup discount is not applicable

Soft drink

    540yenBlood orange juice　ICED
Red-color orange juice from Sicily, Italy

    640yenChocolate drink　HOT/ICED
Milk flavored with rich chocolate sauce

Alcohol

    720yenHoney Ginger Soda　ICED
Crisp tasted Housemade honey ginger filled with soda

※Second cup - 150yen off

Assam (straight or with milk)
    720yen

Tea in pot

A rich aroma with sweetness, full-bodied tea

Earl Grey (straight)
A brisk taste with the aroma of bergamot     720yen

Iced tea
Earl Grey

A refined citrus scent and a clear, refreshing taste     540yen

Tea

Arranged tea

Homemade honey ginger with Assam tea and steamed milk
Honey Ginger Milk Tea HOT     720yen


